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Important Notice
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The information contained in this presentation (“Presentation”) is being offered by GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited (the “Company”) for
information purposes only. This Presentation is not for release, distribution or publication into any jurisdiction where applicable laws prohibit its release,
distribution or publication (including, without limitation, the United States). This Presentation is not a prospectus, offering memorandum, advertisement, or
solicitation and does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to sell or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or
subscribe for any securities of the Company in Canada, the United States or any other jurisdiction. Neither this Presentation, nor any part of it nor anything
contained or referred to in it, nor the fact of its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in connection with or act as an inducement in relation to
a decision to purchase or subscribe for or enter into any contract or make any other commitment whatsoever in relation to any securities of the Company.
No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company, its directors and affiliates or any other person as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation; and no liability whatsoever is accepted by the Company, its
directors and affiliates or any other person for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such information or opinions or otherwise
arising in connection therewith. No investment advice is offered or deemed to be offered under the Presentation, and any prospective investor should
consult with his own legal, investment, accounting and tax advisors for determination of, among other things, suitability of investing in securities of the
Company.
Purchasing securities of the Company should be considered a risky investment as the securities are speculative in nature and are appropriate only for
investors who are prepared to have their money invested for a long period of time and have the capacity to absorb a loss of some or all of their investment.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in this Presentation or on its completeness, accuracy or
fairness. Readers should not treat the contents of this Presentation as advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters, and must make their own
assessments concerning these and other consequences of the various investments, including the merits of investing and the risks. Readers are advised to
consult their own personal legal, tax and accounting advisors and to conduct their own due diligence and agree to be bound by the limitations of this
disclaimer. The Company prepares its disclosure in accordance with the requirements of applicable securities laws in effect in Canada, which differ
significantly from the requirements of other jurisdictions.
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Forward Looking Statement Disclaimer
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Certain statements contained in this Presentation constitute “forward-looking information” or “forward-looking statements” (collectively, “forward-looking
statements”) within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws relating to, without limitation, expectations, intentions, plans and beliefs, including
information as to the future events, results of operations and the Company’s future performance (both operational and financial) and business prospects. In certain
cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “expects”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “plans”,
“seeks”, “projects” or variations of such words and phrases, or state that certain actions, events or results “may” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved. Such
forward-looking statements reflect the Company’s beliefs, estimates and opinions regarding its future growth, results of operations, future performance (both
operational and financial), and business prospects and opportunities at the time such statements are made, and the Company undertakes no obligation to update
forward-looking statements if these beliefs, estimates and opinions or circumstances should change.
Forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions made by the Company that are inherently subject to significant
business, economic, competitive, political and social risks, uncertainties and contingencies. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve numerous current assumptions, known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause
the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to differ materially from those anticipated by the Company and described in the forward-looking
statements. With respect to the forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, assumptions have been made regarding, among other things: current
and future prices of cryptocurrencies; future global economic and financial conditions; trading volumes; the accuracy and veracity of information and projections
sourced from third parties respecting, among other things, future industry conditions and demand for cryptocurrencies; the ability of GlobalBlock Limited to obtain
the applicable regulatory approvals (including permanent registration with the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom) to continue to conduct its
business; and other information concerning the intentions, plans, future action and future successes of the Company, and its businesses, technologies and
products described herein.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in its
forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. There can be no
assurance that forward-looking statements will materialize or prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those
anticipated in such statements. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. Readers should
not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. These statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation. Except as may be required by law, the
Company expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to revise or update any forward-looking statements or information whether as a result of new information,
future events or otherwise.
Readers are cautioned that the Key Metrics described in this Presentation fluctuate and may increase and decrease from time to time and that such fluctuations
are beyond the Company’s control.
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Who we are
GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited is a publicly traded holding company (TSX
Venture: BLOK) whose wholly owned subsidiary, GlobalBlock Ltd, is a UK based digital
asset broker that provides a personalised telephone brokerage service, trading platform
and mobile app.
Established in 2018 by an experienced team of financial services professionals,
GlobalBlock Ltd acts as a trusted agent serving the digital asset needs of individuals,
corporates, institutional financial firms and intermediaries, providing best execution
trading and safe custody of digital assets.
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Rufus Round

David Thomas

Jessica Van Den Akker

CEO and Director

COO and Director

CFO

Stuart Olley

Trevor Gabriel

Independent Director

Independent Director

*Publically traded holding company (TSXV :BLOK)

GlobalBlock Ltd* Management Team

David Thomas

Patrick Bullman

Tim Bullman

Karl Thompson

Founder and
Operations Director

Founder and Compliance
Director

Founder and Head of
Sales

Founder and Head Of
Partnerships

Rodney Prescott

Jayne Cripps

Grant Whitlock

Chief Technology
Officer

Head of Marketing

Head of Trading

*UK operating subsidiary
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Our three brand pillars
Service
We pride ourselves on our service. We recognise that some clients
want a more personlised level of service when trading, not a low
touch automated approach. As well as order execution online and
via our app, we offer phone dealing or trading via our secure
encrypted chat, powered by Qwil
Security
Working with leading tech partners to provide secure solutions along
with industry standard practices to protect client information
Transparency
We are committed to offering price transparency both in our
commission structure and the prices we offer clients. We do not have
hidden deposit or withdrawal fees.
GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Market Opportunity
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Target Market
Private Clients
(HNWI and Retail)
Active Trading
Investment in Crypto
(Buy and Hold)

Corporate

Institutional

Partnerships

Invoice Payments and
Company Transfers
Crypto Investments

Hedge Funds
Family Offices
Investment Managers
Stockbrokers
Forex Brokers
White Label Solutions

IFA's
Charities
Pension Providers
Private Jet Companies
Yacht Companies
Real Estate Companies
Solicitors
Accountants
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HNWI)
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53.5 million UK adult population

Increasing mass awareness presents
significant opportunity. To maximise
LifeTime Value, GlobalBlock's aim is
to target the UK's 600K HNWI with
assets over £1 million.

78% have heard of Crypto

People holding cryptocurrency in the
UK has grown from 1.9 million in 2020
to 2.3 million in 2021 representing a 21%
market growth in 1 year.

2.3 million people hold Crypto

Capturing market share from within
the existing cryptocurrency market
presents potential growth
opportunity.

FCA Research note- Cryptoasset consumer research 2021

50% of current market
want to buy more Crypto

GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
There are significant opportunites to capture market share
from an audience already exposed to cryptocurrencies in

There is a significant opportunity to
target cryptocurrency switchers
looking to move to a UK based publiclyowned, transparent, secure and service
led provider.

Research attributed to FCA Research Note Cryptoasset Consumer Research 2021 and
Statista

Market Opportunity (Corporate, Institutional
and Partnerships)
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Institutional adoption only 3% of AUM

According to CoinShares’ August 2021
digital asset fund flows report, the entire
value of Global cryptocurrency AUM
surpassed $50 billion, marking its highest
level since mid May 2021

Total AUM in Asset Management
expected to hit 9.4 bln$ by 2030

Institutional adoption of crypto assets is
still in its infancy with only 3% invested.
However, 85% of funds surveyed
expected to increase this exposure
dramatically

Biggest investors are HNW
and Family Offices

The average fund ticket transaction
is estimated at 0.4 mln$
Rising average ticket
sizes estimated at 0.4
mln$

FCA Research note- Cryptoasst consumer research 2021
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There are significant opportunites to capture market share
from an audience already exposed to cryptocurrencies in

Currently investor appetite is
strongest in HNW and Family Offices at
54% and 30% respectively adopting the
asset class.

Research attributed to PWC Research Note, Coinshare
and Jamie Crawley of CoinDesk
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Investment in Technology
We pride ourselves on being the "refreshingly human" cryptocurrency
broker, but we recognise that technology is a crucial part of our service.
To support our ongoing fintech strategy we have brought on board Rodney
Prescott as Chief Technology Officer.
Rodney's experience in the digital asset space is vast having worked as both
a strategic consultant to Input Output (IOHK), the research and technology
umbrella of the Cardano blockchain, and cross-chain protocol Qredo, the
decentralised interoperable blockchain infrastructure.
Rodney has also worked for PwC and EY on the implementation of Digital
Asset technology. Rodney has extensive experience in banking, having
worked with the South African Reserve Bank which explored the use of
blockchain in interbank settlement and at Commonwealth Bank, Westpac
and MLC.
There areDigital
significant
opportunites
capture market share
GlobalBlock
Asset Trading
Limitedto
TSXV:BLOK
from an audience already exposed to cryptocurrencies in

Rodney Prescott
Chief Technology Officer
GlobalBlock Ltd

Investment in Marketing
As a an organically grown business, significant
future opportunities lie in strategic marketing
communications targeting HNWI, Corporates,
Partners and Institutions.
As part of GlobalBlock's commitment to
developing an integrated marketing and
communications strategy, we are investing in
an experienced team led by Jayne Cripps,
Head of Marketing.
Jayne's experience in Financial Services growth
marketing spans over 15 years at leading UK
fintech companies, CMC Markets and
Interactive Investor.

There areDigital
significant
opportunites
capture market share
GlobalBlock
Asset Trading
Limitedto
TSXV:BLOK
from an audience already exposed to cryptocurrencies in
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Brand Messaging and Campaign Direction
The cryptocurrency market in the UK focuses
heavily upon technology.
As a service led brokerage, GlobalBlock wanted
to put the "human" at the forefront of the
product.
Our campaign "The refreshingly human crypto
broker" focuses on our service led proposition
alongside our range of digital assets and
technology.

There areDigital
significant
opportunites
capture market share
GlobalBlock
Asset Trading
Limitedto
TSXV:BLOK
from an audience already exposed to cryptocurrencies in
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What makes us different

GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK

Multi-Layered Service Offering
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In the low touch, high volume world of Cryptocurrency, GlobalBlock are different. We put service first. That's
why we offer clients multiple channels to trade and interact with us.

Phone

Platform

Chat

App

Dedicated service,
market insight and
fast, easy trade
execution via an
experienced phone
dealing team

Log in via desktop to
manage positions,
execute trades, view
market depth as well
as fund and withdraw.

Access live prices and
execute transactions
via our fully encrypted
and compliant chat
function managed by
humans and not bots!

Simplified buying and
selling, instantly
through our
streamlined trading
app

GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Access to a wide range of Cryptocurrencies

We offer so much more than just Bitcoin and Ethereum.
As a brokerage with an established network of trusted liquidity
providers, our clients trade in over 100 Cryptocurrency pairs

GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Regulation & Jurisdictions
One of the few companies accepted in the first tranche for registration with the UK Financial Conduct Authority.
GlobalBlock Ltd has been temporarily registered under the Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 as a cryptoasset business until 31st March 2022, pending the determination of our
application by the Financial Conduct Authority.
As part of our commitment to security and regulation GlobalBlock Ltd can currently onboard and trade with clients located in
the UK and Ireland.
GlobalBlock Ltd operates sophisticated AML and combatting financial crime controls in accordance with global standards
including but not limited to JMLSG, Wolfsburg and FATF.
We only engage in transactions with verified third party coin grading and chain analysis.

GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Key Secure Partners

Qredo

Qwil Messenger

Secure and insured MPC
client custody solution

Secure, encrypted, compliant
chat function powered by Qwil

GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Key Metrics
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Total Active Clients*

500

Consistent organic growth in
active clients

Active clients have seen a
132% growth between
January and November 2021

Active Clients

No dedicated marketing
activity

400

*Active clients is calculated as the number
of clients who have exectuted a trade
with GlobalBlock
GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Total Client Assets *

Average assets held per active client
is $78,686 CAD.
Voyager Digital's (VOYG) average
assets per client is $7,000 USD. **
Our higher assets held per client
evidences the success of our service
led proposition targeting high net
worth individuals.

$50,000,000

Total Client Assets Held (CAD)

Total client assets held is in an
upwards trajectory.
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**Client Assets is defined as the total of fiat and digital assets held for clients
calculated at each month end
**Voyager Digital Investor Presentation December 2021
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Average Trade Size
(USD)

US$83,993
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Average trade size is US
$83,993 (CAD $106,634) across
all digital assets traded from
March to November 2021.
This is considerably higher
than the industry averages
across retail and institutional
players for BTC-USD *

Average Trade Size USD

$75,000

$50,000
US$17,648
$25,000

$0
*Kaiko Research 2021
GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK

US$5,140

Kraken

US$2,472 US$2,535

LMAX

Coinbase

2021

Gemini GlobalBlock
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Monthly Revenue

Revenue has grown
consistently in line
with increased
volume of
monthly trades

Trades Per Month

Monthly
Revenue
(GBP) and
Trades

2021
GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited TSXV:BLOK
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Digital Assets
Available to Trade

Over 100 cryptocurrencies
available*

100

Digital Assets

One of the most
comprehensive ranges of
digital assets
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Future Planning
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Similar Industry Competition
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GlobalBlock Digital Asset Trading Limited
Investor Relations
info@globalblockdigital.com

0203 307 3780

globalblockdigital.com

